Leading in Communities Gisborne Workshop
Looking for new insights around some challenging situations in your
community work?
Community-Led Development challenges our way of thinking, acting and leading. We
need leadership from lots of different people, not just from a few exceptional people
we call leaders. This workshop explores approaches and tools for thi nking, acting and
leading in complex situations, where leadership is possible for anyone committed to
continuous learning on the job.
This workshop will help you reflect on your leadership and:







Identify what can support your own leadership
development and contribution from whatever your roles
in your local community, whānau, hapū, iwi, or
workplace
Identify strategies for fostering leadership of others,
across diverse groups and sectors
Apply tools and strategies for making sense of
challenging leadership situations
Apply some frameworks that help you decide how,
where and if you might intervene in complex situations

“If you don’t think of
yourself as [a] leader,
this workshop
empowers you to
realise that everyone
has strengths to bring
to being a leader.”
“Taking away the fear
of [leaders] needing
to have all the
answers.”
“Thought provoking,

fun, affirming,
When: Thursday 20 th September, 9.30am – 4pm
informative,
Where: Mahutonga Room, H B Williams Library, 34 Bright
reflective.”
Street, Gisborne 4010
“Out of my comfort
Cost: $50 for non-profits and community groups &
zone but loved it.”
$150 for local/central government, funders, private
enterprise
Lunch is provided. Workshop supported by Eastern & Central Community Trust.

Register: info@gisbornevolunteercentre.org.nz, 06 868 4522

About your facilitator, Margy-Jean Malcolm
Margy-Jean Malcolm’s life has been informed by a
community development lens since she began local
neighbourhood work in the 1970s in Wellington. Her
current teaching, research, voluntary and
consultancy work builds on her experience in
leadership, management and governance in a wide
variety of not for profit sector organisations and
central government policy work. Margy-Jean’s
involvement with Inspiring Communities has
included collaborative inquiry research, contributing
to our “Learning by Doing” publication, and
subsequently developing the “leadership as
learning” framework.

ABOUT

Inspiring Communities catalyses locallyled change, to achieve sustainable,
effective outcomes.

RESOURCES

We are the reference point for
community-led development in New
Zealand, building on international and
local practice-based evidence to grow
and share expertise.

ADVICE

Inspiring Communities operates across
many sectors at multiple levels.

Harakeke / Flax - from the root
to the flower the harakeke
shares its properties.

Korimako / Bell Bird - fluent,
graceful speaker.

EVENTS
Whakaatu / Presenting - the peak
of the mountain as a stage to
present from

Find out more
Talk to us about your CLD training, workshop needs, coaching, support and
opportunities in your community or region. We understand diversity! We can
tailor packages to your specific requirements.
Email us: exchange@inspiringcommunities.org.nz

